JANUARY 1997

57. A review of the first 25 years of mobile machine automation in underground hard rock mines
M.Vagenas, M.Scoble and G.Baiden

63. Multiple machines-Single drill operator on surface at IMCO's Stobie Mine
RAPoole, P.V.Golde, G.RBaiden and M.Scoble

68. Transferring new technologies to operations
M.Lefebvre and A.Piche

71. Mining Automation Program
G.RBaiden, R.E Strom and C.J. Preston

78. Automatic control of underground vehicles at high speed
M.Piotte, C.Coache, ADrouin and L.Geoffroy

82. Kinetics of bainite transformation in hot-worked and ultrafine austenite of alloy steels
E.V.Konopleva and H.J McQueen

88. Due Diligence-Tecnical studies
L.D. Smith

MARCH 1997

135. Practical methods for correlating diamond-drill core intersections: Applications to complex vein-type orebodies
D.Gaboury

139. Distributed control at the Kidd Creek grinding plant.
Part I: Control strategy design
F.Flament, ADesbiens, and R.del Villar

145. Distributed control at the Kidd Creek grinding plant
Part II. Implementation
A. Desbiens, F.Flamend, and A.Pomerleau

151. New computer technologies and the future of mining at Highland Valley Copper
D.M.Richards

159. Vapour phase titanium production
D.G.Tisdale, J.MTogouri, and W.Curlook

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MINERAL PROCESSING

FEBRUARY 1997

1. Tricalcium aluminate hexahydrate (TCA) filter aid in the Bayer industry: factors affecting TCA preparation and morphology
B.I.Whittington, T.M.Fallows and M.J.Willing

31. Effect of oxidation on the collectorless flotation of chalcopyrite
G.Fairthorne, D.Fornasiero and J.Ralston

49. Removal of ferriferous dolomite by magnetic separation from the Egyptian Abu Tartur phosphate ore
P.Blazy and E.A.Jdid.

59. Improving jigging results of non-ferrous car scrap by application of an intermediate layer
T.P.R.de Jong and W.L.Dalmijn.
73. Dependence of separation properties on floculation dynamics of kaolinite suspension
D.K.Sengupta, J.Kan, A.M.A.Taweel and H.A.Hamza

87. Removal of graphite from lead rougher concentrate using water-only cyclones

97. Investigation on reduction of cement binder in cold bonded pelletization of iron ore fines
D.K.Dutta, D.Bordoloi and P.C.Borthakur

107. Setting and filtration characteristics of fine alumina trihydrate slurry.
I.N.Bhattacharya

APRIL 1997

121 The activation of sphalerite by lead-a flotation perspective
W.J.Trahar, G.D.Senior, G W.Heyes and M D Creed

149. The influence of cyanide on pyrite flotation from gold leach residues with sodium isobutyl xanthate
J.R.de Wet, P.C.Pistonus and R.F.Sandenbergh

171. Study of Merrill-Crowe processing. Part I: Solubility of zinc in alkaline cyanide solution
G.Chi, M.C.Fuerstenau and J.O.Marsden

185. Study of Merrill-Crowe processing. Part II: Regression analysis of plant operating data
G.Chi, M.C.Fuerstenau and P.A.Anderson

193 A model for eddy current separation
P.C.Rem, P.A.Leest and A.J van den Akker

201. Reduction of double layered iron ore pellets
T.Sharma

207. Xanthate adsorption on Pb contaminated pyrite
C.C.Sui, S.H.R.Bnenne, Z.H.Xu and J.A.Finch

223. Analysis of single-particle breakage by impact grinding
P.C.Kapur, D.Pande and D.W.Fuerstenau

MAY 1997

1. Surface modifications in the chalcopyrite-sulphite ion system. I. Collectorless flotation, XPS and dissolution study

27. Surface modifications in the chalcopyrite-sulphite ion system, II. Dithiophosphate collector adsorption study

47. Isotherms for the chemisorption of ethyl xanthate on lead
R.Woods, Z.Chen and R.-H.Yoon

53. An improved formula for terminal velocity of rigid spheres
A.V.Nguyen, H.Stechemesser, G.Zobel and H.J.Schulze

63. Electrochemical oxidation of arsenopyrite in acidic media
I.Lâzaro, R.Cruz, I.Gonzâlez and M.Monroy

77. Minimization of Ni(II) precipitation in the Ni(II)-NH3-S02-(NH4)2S04-Mn02 system
P.K.Das, S.Anand and R.P.Das

87. Investigation of chrome (VI) oxide production from chromite concentrate by alkali fusion
C.Arslan and G.Orhan
97. Contact time during impact of a spherical particle against a plane gas-liquid interface: theory
A.V.Nguyen, H.J.Schulze, H.Stechemesser and G.Zobel

113. Contact time during impact of a spherical particle against a plane gas-liquid interface: experiment
A.V.Nguyen, H.J.Schulze, H.Stechemesser and G.Zobel

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ROCK MECHANICS AND MINING SCIENCES

FEBRUARY 1997

J.Zhao

179. Joint surface matching and shear strength Part B: JRC-JMC shear strength criterion
J.Zhao

R.C.K. Wong, E.Z.Wang

199. Material coefficients of anisotropic poroelasticity
A.H.-D.Cheng

207. Infill sampling design for tunnel rock classification
K. You and R.J.Barnes

217. Development of a continuum damage model for blasting analysis
L.Liu, P.D.Katsabanis

233. Constitutive model of creep in rock salt applied to underground room closure
D.E.Munson

249. Numerical simulation of progressive rock failure and associated seismicity
C.Tang

263. Methods of granular and fragmented material packing density calculation
S.V.Tsirel

275. 3D mixed boundary elements for elastostatic deformation field analysis
V.Cayol and F.H.Cornet

289. TECHNICAL NOTES: The relation between in situ and laboratory rock properties used in numerical modelling
N.Mohammad, D.J.Reddish and L.R.Stace

299. TECHNICAL NOTES: Experience of in situ stress measurement with hydrofretunng and overcoring techniques in Ekou mine, China
M.Cai, B.Yu, L.Qiao, G.Chen and C.Li

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

FEBRUARY 1997

8. World of Minerals

21. Durban Meeting report Sun, sand, surf and sessions

25. MINSAL lithium carbonate

41. Japanese ceramics ball clay

53. Spanish Refractories

57. The port of Durban

MARCH 1997

8. World of Minerals

21 Non-refractory bauxite
31. Garnet
43. Indian abstracts
51. Refractory trends in the UK
58. Western Australia’s industrial minerals

APRIL 1997

10. World of Minerals
23. Zircon millers
35. Zircon’s future prospects
40. Processing for Profit abstracts
49. Fused silica
61. Wet process phosphoric acid

MINERALS ENGINEERING

FEBRUARY 1997

127. Rare-earth magnetic separation equipment and applications developments
B.R. Arvidson and D. Henderson

139. Reduction of magnesia in nickel concentrates by modification of the froth zone in column flotation
J.Y. Witney and D.S. Yan

155. The role of hydrolyzed metal cations in the liquid-liquid extraction of ultrafine silica with dodecyl sulfate E. Kusaka, Y. Kamata, Y. Fukunaka and Y. Nakahiro

163. Reducing the biased slurry feed subdivision in vertical pipe T-junctions using partition wall and stratifier
Shenggen Hu and B. Firth

175. Mineral liberation by particle bed breakage
R.G. Fandrich, R.A. Bearman, J. Boland and W. Lim

189. Population balance models and self-similar size distributions
M.C. Williams and T.P. Meloy

199. Investigation of interparticle breakage as applied to cone crushing
C.M. Evertsson and R.A. Bearman

215. Mechanics of media motion in tumbling mills with 3D discrete element method
S. Agrawala, R.K. Rajamani, P. Songfack and B.K. Mishra

229. A fractal description of the progeny of double impact single particle breakage
G.J. Brown

237. Rapid determination of limestone using photoacoustic spectroscopy
G.A. Norton and J.F. McClelland

MARCH 1997

255. The application of rock mechanics parameters to the prediction of comminution behaviour
R.A. Bearman, C.A. Briggs and T. Kojovic

265. High-intensity autogenous liberation of diamonds from kimberlite in the Hicom mill
D.I. Hoyer and D.C. Lee

275. Experimental data analysis: A guide to the selection of simple statistical tests
M.A. Jordan, N. Powel, C.V. Phillips and C.K. Chin

287. A novel approach to circuit synthesis in mineral processing
J.J. Venter, R.A. Bearman and R.C. Everson
301. In situ leach mining and hot dry rock (HDR) geothermal energy technology  
R.H.Parker and A. Jupe

309. The mechanism of gold extraction and copper precipitation from low grade ores in cyanide ammonia systems  
S.Vukcevic

327. Selective flotation of pyrite and gold tellurides  
D.S.Yan and Hariyasa

339. An empirical model of hydrocyclones, incorporating angle of cyclone inclination  
A.K.Asomah and T.J.Napier-Munn

APRIL 1997

357. Super-scavenging of zinc tailings by FASTFLOT 2500 at Pasminco Mining, Broken Hill  

367. Studies on impeller type, impeller speed and air flow rate in an industrial scale flotation cell, Part 4: Effect of bubble surface area flux on flotation performance  
B.K.Gorain, J.P.Franzidis and E.V.Manlapig

381. South east Missouri lead belt—an update 1996.  
J.L.Watson

389. The degradation kinetics of ethylxanthate as a function of pH in aqueous solution  
Zhongxi Sun and W.Forsling

401. The effect of rolls speed and rolls surface pattern on high pressure grinding rolls performance  
W.L.Lim, J.J.Campbell and L.ATondo

421. Ore characterisation and sorting  
N.G.Cutmore, Y.Liu and AG.Middleton

All. The effect of fine particles on slurry transport processes  
Y.S.Fangary, A.S.Abdel Ghani, S.M.El Haggar and R.A.Williams

441. TECHNICAL NOTE: Metal ions and dextrin adsorption on pyrite  

MAY 1997

467. Experience in operating the Girilambone copper SX, EW plant in changing chemical environments  
G.M.Miller, D.J.Readett and P.Hutchinson

483. The optimisation of an impregnated carbon system to selectively recover cyanide from dilute solutions  
N.C.Williams and F.W.Petersen

491. Copper interaction during the dissolution of gold  
H.H.Nguyen, T.Tran and P.L.Wong

507. Bioleaching of a cobaltiferous pyrite: a continuous laboratory scale study at high solids concentration  
P.d'Hugues, P.Cezac, T.Cabral, F.Battaglia, X.M.Truong-Meyer and D.Morin

529. The use of mini-hydrocyclones for differential separations within mineral slurries subjected to bioleaching  
S.T.L.Harrison and J.J.Cilliers

537. Dolomite depressants in the flotation of apatite and collophane from dolomite  
X.Zheng and RW.Smith

547. TECHNICAL NOTE: Technological characterization of Riacho dos Machados gold ore for cyanide leaching and study of the utilization of oxidizing agents  
53. Application of fuzzy set theory in the evaluation of roof categories in longwall mining
Y.M.Jiang, D.W.Park, D.Dcb and R.Sanford

58. Large wheel loaders vs. cable shovels
M.J.Hrebar

APRIL 1997

21. Process improvements at Samitri, Brazil

26. Testing autoclave lining materials at Goldstrike
CE.Semler, H.J.H.Pieterse and R.A.Williams

30. Kelsey Lake: First diamond mine in North America
H.G.Coopersmith

34. Kubaka: Arctic mining challenge in Russia-part two
T. Owen

40. Colorado Mining Association celebrates its centennial

45. Geologist's Gordian Knot: To cut or not to cut
I.S.Parrish

57. Minimizing the environmental impact of blast vibrations
N.Djordjevic

62. Geochemistry of abandoned fluids associated with the proposed underground solution-mining project at the White Pine Mine

68. Numerical simulation of bulkheads to reduce uncontrolled discharge from an underground copper mine
R.L.Lewis, I.R.McGowan, J.J.Hershman and J.Tilk

ROCK MECHANICS AND ROCK ENGINEERING

JANUARY-MARCH 1997

1. Effects of Weak Layers of Particle Velocity Measurements
W.O.Fourney, R.D. Dick, X.J Wang, T.A. Weaver

19. Trajectories of Unstably Growing Cracks in Mixed Mode I-II Loading of Marble Beams
G.S. Xeidakis, I.S. Samaras, D.A. Zacharopoulos, G.E. Papakaliatakis

35. Evaluating Rock Mass Geometry From Photographic Images
G.Crosta

59. Influence of Pressure on the Crack Propagation Under Mode I Loading in Anisotropic Gneiss
B.Vásárhelyi

65. Comparison of Tensile Strength Values of Rocks Determined by Point Load and Direct Tension Tests
C.Butenuth

APRIL-JUNE 1997

75. A Study of the Mechanism of Flexural Toppling Failure of Rock Slopes
D.P. Adhikary, A.V.Dyskin, R.J. Jewell, D.P.Stewart

95. Effects of Open Gaps on Particle Velocity Measurements
W.L. Fourney, R.D. Dick, D.F. Fordyce, T.A. Weaver

113. Large-Scale Penetration Test Using a Drop Hammer
S.Okubo. K. Fukui, J.Kawakami

MADENCİLİK / HAZİRAN-EYLÜL 1997
MINING ENGINEERING

JANUARY 1997

31. Mining-Changing picture in transitional economies
J P.Don

37. Virtual reality: Emerging technology for training of miners
C.J.Bise

42. Barrick improves safety at Goldstrike mines
D. H.Stevenson

45. Mining industry beginning to rediscover Alaska
S. Kral

51. Fundamental research. Meeting the needs in the minerals industry
L. W.Saperstein and G.W.Luxbacher

57. Designing and construction of a bulkhead for a simulated underground leaching slope
F.Djahanguiri and J.F.Abel Jr.

65. Influence of fragmentation on crushing performance
A.M.Tunstall and R.A.Bearman

71. TECHNICAL NOTE: Optimal final pit depth: Once again
D.Nilsson

FEBRUARY 1997

23. ISO certification helps Thielc Kaolin
L. A. Arrington-Webb

26. Magnesia: moving beyond refractories
M. L.Maniocha

30. Ball clay development in the Americas
T. F. Deems

34. Outlook for graphite and graphite technology
G. Hand

37. Origin of red beryl in Utah's Wah Wah Mountains
E.H. Christiansen, J.D.Keith and T J.Thompson

42. Mining law update
S. Dempsey

46. India offers increased mining opportunities
K.Rachamalla

48. Technical presentations highlight Arizona Conference
W.R.Yernberg

50. Maptek releases upgrade for Vulcan mining software

73. Progress toward a reduced exposure mining system,
G.H.Schnakenberg, Jr.

78. Applied statistics in mineral exploration
J.W. Merks

83. PC-based worker scheduling system for underground mines
R.L.Grayson and S.Q.Yuan

88. DISCUSSION: Grade estimation and its precision in mineral resources: The JACKKNIFE approach
G.S.Adisoma and M.G.Hester

MARCH 1997

21. Dick Klimpel: An interview with SME"s 1997 president

27. Problems with dredging in offshore Alaska
R. H.T.Garnett

34. Philippines exploration: Discovery of the Dinkidi gold-copper porphyry
J. A.Haggman

40. Kubaka: Arctic mining challenge in Russia
T. Owen

49. Waste disposal in underground mines-A technology partnership to protect the environment
N.T.Rempe
Türkiye'de Bir Çağdaş Teknoloji Simgesi Var
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